Foresters Arms, Tarporley - 12th September 2018
From Chris S...

One of the advantages (perhaps the only?) of writing these emails is that I get to have the
last , or maybe I mean the first, word. So, before passing over to Chris L's usual amusing
description of last week's ride, let me say that I was not aware of any intention for the first
group to ride at any faster pace than the second group and the recordings of progress
demonstrate that this was also not the outcome. Both groups made very similar speeds
over the route as can be seen here.

Our intended leader Andy was unfortunately out of action with a bad back, but had
thoughtfully arranged for John F to step in for him, and had also provided us with an
electronic route, imaginatively planned I thought, since Tarporley is a difficult place to
reach by small roads from the west . John had already arranged the meal deal anyway so
the ride went extremely easily despite Andy's absence. I neglected to bring any jellybabies
- although I did add in an optional extra stop at Meadow Lea for icecream, unbeknown to
John's group content with their jellybabies! (Well ok, the whole group stopped and called
me back!). ( I had been feeling a little guilty about not having jellybabies or similar, having
been in a shop selling twenty-five different types of licorice sweets just a few days earlier did you know that the Netherlands boasts the highest per capita consumption of licorice in

the world, with each person eating more than four pounds (2000 grams) per year whereas in the UK the NHS advises people not to eat too much in a short time due to the
presence of glycyrrhizin which can cause potassium levels in the body to fall (click here) but I'm way off subject now!

There was a feeling this was going to be our last warm summer weather ride this year. It
was good to see Alan O out with Brian L's group looking very well recovered after his BBQ
accident earlier in the year.

Chris L says...
Wednesday's ride this week went to The Foresters Arms at Tarporley (Andy's ride) but for
the second week running John Ferguson stepped up. Twenty-six set off from Eureka,
twenty with John - Brian L. led four via a less arduous route and Ruth and Julian were
going the same way in their own
time.

John split us into two groups,
Chris S leading the first faster
group (fresh from his tour of the
Low Countries) to Backford where
Colin joined us; over the canal
and up past the Zoo where we
briefly caught sight of Grupo B
(who'd avoided this lump!) - never
saw them again before Tarporley!

On to Mickle Trafford and a
difficult crossing of the A41,
crossed it again at Waverton
before

a

banana

stop

at

Saighton - (Grupo S had been
having their stop off the road
here and flew past us picking
up

Colin

as

they

went

-

obviously our steady pace was
too steady for him!)

The route then took us back over the A41(!) - even more difficult this time so we had to
regroup before Gatesheath. Groupo R/J passed us here as we had another regroup before
the Ice Cream Farm (to allow a traffic build up through).

We then passed them before I stopped on the way to Beeston to photograph this much
photographed castle where - yes you guessed it - they passed us again as everyone
waited for me to catch up! (I still stopped again for another shot after this, but they took no
notice of me this time!). On through Bunbury and Eaton - a route usually done in the
opposite direction - to Tarporley, everyone else was there. Sandwiches and chips were
ready quickly and enjoyed too. The Foresters is a regular haunt and no doubt we'll be back
again.

We left the pub in
similar
the

groups for
return

through

ride

Utkinton

and Great Barrow
before

stopping

whilst John dished
out

some

more

Jellybabies (he was
aware

that

Sue

wouldn't be with us smart thinking there!
).
.The remaining ride took us through Bridge Trafford and Stoak where people started
peeling off and only three of us got to Two Mills where a few from Grupo S had stopped
back at Eureka for refreshments.

We rode 54 miles + extra for those who rode from home, thanks Andy for the route and
John for showing the way.

'Alternatives', from Glennys...

Brian took the photo

After some deliberation Brian L came up with a route we all like. Brian L, Bob W, Alan O,
and Glennys headed off to Woodbank where Tony S was waiting for us. He often meets us
somewhere along the early part of a route after an email or text from/to Brian. We're
always pleased to have his company. Then we were five.

Our route went via Lea by Backford, Croughton, Stoak and Picton to Mickle Trafford where
we had a banana break (without bananas). This is a popular cycling stop where we chat
about all sorts and watch other groups of riders go by. Now though, there is no hopping
over the field gate for a comfort stop - an attached notice forbids climbing to look at the
view (and what else is there?). Trouble is, the local trees behind the seat are getting an
occasonal baptism instead.

Crossing the A51 we headed to Waverton, Burton, Huxley and arrived at the Foresters in
Tarporley before the main group. We had just been served food when the main group
arrived in a sea of yellow. Not sure how many but they filled all the seats outside - by then
the sun was shining.

Our route home went to Newton, Gatesheath, Bruera, Saihton, Huntingtom Chester and
the Greenway. On the way back we met two members of the 'old' Chester Road Club. Bob
W left us just before the Shady Oak pub turning. At Blacon Tony carried on towards Mold
while the rest of us continued to the Eureka for a very welcome cuppa. Altogether just
under 50 miles.

Thank you Brian for suggesting such a good route - very enjoyable.

Text and Photo by Glennys

